Coming from a Catalan artists family from Ceret, Serge Homs is following very early his path that already
seem to be drawn to him. His first exhibition at the age of 14, creates an event in the art world at a national level,
placing him, according to the Doctor and writer Henri Duclos in the line of Françoise Sagan or Minou Drouet ... a
long and artistic studies will follow: the Julian Academy in Paris, the Ecole des Beaux -Arts in Montpellier, the
Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris.
Subsequently, he participated in the creation of the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts of Abidjan
(mission entrusted in the 60s by André Malraux to his father, the sculptor Marcel Homs, Grand Prix de Rome).
Appointed Professor Serge Homs taught for 8 years the sculpture, drawing and anatomy.
Back in France after 10 years in Africa, the artist is moving towards a monumental art in the register of
the symbolic abstraction of which he is the initiator. Many achievements in dialogue with architecture and open
spaces (public and private commissions in France and abroad) lead Homs to meet great architects such as Jean
Balladur, Pierre Dufaut, Pingusson Claude Parent, Bernard Schoebel, Francois Fontès. .... and the sculptor Paul
Belmondo, a friend of his father. For his international artistic prosperity, the artist is decorated in the Ordre National
des Arts et des Lettres.
At the same time, and more recently, his research led him in a more intimate setting and totally unexpected in
his career, since it lies in the register of Fantastic Figuration. So with his bestiary "Creatures of the Apocalypse" is
more particularly invests the world of collectors and the art market. The dissemination of his work is part of private
collections in France and abroad.
« Beyond the aesthetic appearances and realities, sculpture leads us to discover the hidden dimension of things
and the mystery of the inner universe. »
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